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Reader Question 1. Coronavirus Pandemic 

a.  Sweden is notorious for NOT imposing any drastic restriction and letting the illness take 

its natural course. The infection rate of Sweden, at 91,000/million population is actually lower 

than that for the US, and similar to many countries with “active intervention” (such as lock-

downs). 

C: The virus, not the illness. Is it possible to believe a virus causes wellness? In some 

people this happens, unrecognized. In many other the effects are symptom of illness, so that is 

correct.  

 

The statistics you mention are evidence that the measures taken do not reduce the transmission 

of the virus or the negative effects.  General confidence and relative absence of fear assist with 

resistance and defense of the body, as much as other methods. The human immune system, 

and that of many animals on earth, is also strongly influenced by the mental state of the soul in 

charge of the body.  

 

b.  Some countries with very low “restrictions”, e.g. South Korea, Thailand, Hong Kong, Taiwan, 

Australia, New Zealand, etc. also have very low infection (and death) rates. 

Question: what are the lessons learned from the countries with high restriction and high infection 

rate, and countries with low restriction and low infection rate? 

C: As we said above.   

 

 

RQ2. Climate Change 

 

So far this year, the following is observed: 

a. Tropical typhoon travelling eastward in the Pacific; 

b. Drought in West Coast of North America and much of South America, and 

c. Unusually cold winter in North Asia; 

 

Question: Is this weather anomaly just the usual weather variation, or is it the beginning of the 

dramatic change in climate due to volcanic ash blocking the sun? 

C: Yes a change but not beginning now, but rather gathering momentum. The build-up of 

ash is now occurring in late April of twenty twenty one, neither its presence nor effects have 

been yet noted.  

 

RQ3. Conspiracy Theory – myth and truth 

 

Thanks to Patrick and the esteemed GAG, as well as the Q-Anon, the existence of a hidden 

power wielding significant influence, aka HCP, or Illuminati, etc. is now accepted by a significant 

% of population. At the same time, the Illuminati has successfully defused the messages by Q-

Anon by planting lots of nonsense, posing as Q-Anon. Many become disillusioned with Q-Anon 

(and the Illuminati) story, and some just suck up every piece of junk and attribute everything to 

the Illuminati. 

 

It is not easy to sort out what is true or false. If the esteemed GAG could clarify the involvement 

(or not) by the Illuminati of some recent events, it may give people an idea of what the Illuminati 

does and doesn’t. 

 



Questions: did the Illuminati plot any of these events: 

 

a. Blocking of Suez Canal – was it an Illuminati plot?  Yes 

b. Conflict in Ukraine – is it driven by Illuminati to shift focus from China to Russia? All 

human organized conflict and war involve the HCPs but the purpose is not just shift attention 

away from China, although this is a part of the puzzle, game & play. 

c. Brexit – was it driven by Illuminati? No, the opposite. This went strongly against HCP 

preferences. 

d. Revelation of footage of ET? No 

e. Coup d’etat in Burma? Yes partially, taking advantage of local pressure already pushing 

to do this, in order to take advantage and solidify interests. 

f. Child molestation and abuse, even human sacrifice by members of the Illuminati? This is 

a common and regular feature. 

g. Giving trillions $$ to Americans for coronavirus support? Yes this is most certainly a key 

part of the HCPs objectives. Create dependence on government assistance across sections of 

te population who have resisted this with obstinate self-reliance, increase government debt, size 

and thus control overall. This was designed into the plan when the release of the virus was 

designed. Removal of Trump was a part of the process.   

h. Is the Treasury Secretary an Illuminati crony? (This is a personal question, because she 

was a professor at my alma mater and I have utmost respect for her.) Everyone in such position 

of influence and authority is a member, or is affected or is influenced by someone who is a 

member. This person is not a member but is affected and pressured heavily.  

 

My take is that many current events are NOT orchestrated by the Illuminati, but it is often able to 

take advantage of the situation and spin things around to its advantage, e.g. the flooding of 

illegal immigrants to US. Shit happens, but not everything is attributable to the Illuminati, 

because it is NOT omnipotent. Its influence is actually diminished by globalization and better 

communication technology. For example, the current Chinese regime, I believe it is NOT 

affiliated with the Illuminati. is my understanding correct? 

C: Accurate and insightful is this comment. China is manipulated by the HCPs, most certainly. 

 

4. Agenda of the Illuminati 

 

Unfortunately, the Illuminati does not publish a manifesto to disclose its agenda, but there must 

be some underlying objectives for its actions. Other than undermining democracy, many are 

worried that actions by the Illuminati may be against public interest. Of course, all Illuminati 

wants is to hold on to its power and wealth, who doesn’t? If we understand their agenda better, 

it would be easier to identify future events that bear their signature. 

C: Their objective, their goals, lie underneath nothing. These are obvious by their effects. 

The HCPs want control and power. Wealth they possess already in such amounts that it long 

ago became but a tool.  The HCPs want democracy in a form they control, allowing an illusion of 

it to reign over societies which makes it easy to influence and control these populations. 

 

Question: 

 

What are some specific actions or agenda items or goals that the Illuminati focuses on? Gun 

control, anti-greenhouse gas emission, cross border taxation, drug legalisation? Listen to news 

about politics, analysis and what the current USA leader proposes. Your answer is clearly laid 

out. 

 

RQ5. Discharge of tritium contaminated water by Japan 

Japan revealed its plan to release waste water contaminated by tritium in 2 years’ time, over the 

following 20 years. Many [people] are protesting against this plan. Based on the data released 



by Japan, the annual discharge will contain much lower radioactive substances that any of the 

16 nuclear power plants currently operated by China. 

 

Question: 

 

Is the planned discharge of waste water that contains tritium significantly harmful to the 

environment, or relatively benign as claimed by Japan? 

 

C: It will be benign if done in slow, low amounts as the plan has proposed.  

 

RQ6.  Economy 

 

As vaccination against coronavirus is taken up world-wide, the world economy seems to be 

picking up gradually and steadily. 

 

Question: Other than the volcanic ash shielding the sun, and mal-function of navigation system, 

is there anything coming up in the near term that may derail economic revival? 

 

C: Compose a book on this we could and have, much appearing on these pages or 

screens.  

 

Economic activity will be curtailed, this is a certainty. No menu of causes from which to choose 

fear, is available. The causes we have explained many a time. This opportunity for all humans 

to select their reaction will be large, beneficial and in some ways enormously extreme either to 

the positive or to the negative. 

 

Debt will be wiped away but along with it the perceived good things of the economic system, of 

which debt is a part. You can choose which you prefer, no more new vehicle payment but many 

fewer vehicles will come with this, such as greatly reduced personal transportation across 

distances too far to walk or use a bike. 

 

The move to electric cars is not a solution, despite current preferences. Your fellow humans 

who have pushed for such vehicles to replace gasoline and diesel use, will be most 

disappointed. Alcohol will make a return to use as a primary motor fuel, but the volumes will be 

far less than now consumed for transportation.  

 

What all humans would like to know is when, to which we say we cannot. What shall be the 

human reaction, humans choose. We know the likely choices, many of you reading our words 

will have a different point-of-view thus other choices, likely better. Understanding and calm will 

be yours, this wraps any choice well. 

 

Availability of fuel will be an additional factor in the mix.        

 

 

 

 


